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WelI, I suppose I see a diferent worlil than you do. And the truth ß that what I see
frightens me. I'm frightened because our enemies are no longer known to us- They
do not exist on a. maP. They're not nations. They are individuab. Look øround you.
Who do you fear? Can you see a face? A uniform? A fløg? No. Our world is not more
transparent now. It's more oPaque. It's in the shadows. That's where we must do
battle. So, before you declare us irrelevant, ask yourselves how safe do you feel?

This speech, made by M to a govemment committee n Skyfall (2012, Dir Sam
Mendez), maps out some of the salient features of a Gothicised post-9/i I cultural
landscape. It evokes a world shaped by the experience and fear of terror(ism): a
violence that is always unexpected though constantly awaited. In this world, fearfirlness and uncertainty are the dominant emotions while darkness, shadow and
opacity define the aesthetic and symbolic frames. The militarised response that
M proposes - 'we must do battle' - recalls the sweeping War on Terror as well as
the wars on Afghanistan and Iraq that we have witnessed in the course of the last
decade. Though the Middle East is far awa¡ the real battleground - for M, as for
the Homeland Security apparatus in the US - is a shadowy and unsafe world

all 'around' us. This uncanny transformation of home into the unhomely, or
unheimlich, has opened the door to a host of new fears, anxieties and ethical
dilemmas. It is not surprising then that the Gothic has surged to the fore at such
a moment, producing a literal invasion of horror frIms, books, videogames and

other cultural products for the commercial marketplace in the first decades of the
twenty-first century. The nature and meaning of these artifacts - neither mere
reflection nor always exactly critique - is emotionally and aesthetically rich, politically resonant and ethically complex. The Gothic engages probingly with the
conditions of the contemporary world - especially its felt precariousness, its
moral uncertainties, and its thick new habitus of fear - and this issue of Gothic
Studies examines some of the ways in which it does so. The goal of this special
issue is to show what happens to the Gothic as a literary and frlmic mode along
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out in cloning Tenor (20L1), while previous administrations used the term
'war' metaphorically to signiSr a maximum effort, such as the War
on poverty,
the Bush Administration literalised the term and militarised a response that

malleable one as well.
This raises a set of questions: what exactly is terror? Has 9/11 changed our
understanding of terror? Is terrorism the only or most important source of terror in the world day? It bears pointing out that the term 'terrorism' entered our
language n 1794 with Robespierre's speech in the French National convention,
in which he defended terrorism as a legitimate policy of the state against its enemies.6 According to Robespierre, the state's use of t"rro, *"s l."giti-at. because it was linked to 'virtue'. If the term subsequently came to be associated
with non-state actors such as pirates and violent political militants, the ambiguities of the original - seH-righteous and state-sponsored - use of terrorism reemerged in the wake of 9lll, as the Bush administration's war on Terror increasingly appeared as a war of Terror. Moreover, as w.
f. T. Mitchell points

its main thematic lines (the staging of the other, the staging of death and violence, the staging of the community and the social) in the posi-9i rl world.
A number of scholarþ works have begun to explore this new resurgence of
the Gothic. Most take glrL as the inaugural event for a new set of cultural and
aesthetic paradigms. Many take their cue from slavoj Zti:ek's argument that the
attacks on 9/11 represented not so much the eruption of the Real (or History)
into our national myths and fantasies, but the eruption of the (fantasised) image into our national reality.l In other words, 9i ll was experienced by so many
spectators as 'like a movie' because popular culture had already been rehearsing
it for years, giving the attacks on the world Trade center the appearance of hfã
imitating art rather than life penetrating m1th. This complex interfolding of
fact' frction and fantasy around the attacks and their aftermath has profouidly
impacted popular culture and specifically its many Gothic and horràr-inspired
forms as they have mushroomed in recent years. In The war on Terror and
Popular culture (2009), Andrew Schopp and Manhew B. Hill point out that
popular culture has been the 'primary venue for negotiating our vexed relationship to terrorism', and cite as an example the rise of a rhetõric of 'evil' in political discourse that is then both reflected and challenged in popula, ,rurrujtirr.r.,
rn Terrorism Tv (2012), stary Takacs examines the way television heþed transform the Arnerican public into willing participants of their own civil äisenfranchisement.3 In contrast, Aviva Briefel ãnd sãm M. Miller argue that popular
culture became a privileged site - a 'rare protected space' - of ãritique oÌ prruti.
discourse, thanks to its abiJity to deflect important questions into metaphór and
multi-valenced allegory.a Finall¡ Kevin wetmore's pàst-9/11 Horror in American
cinema (2012) explores the specific role of horror cinema in the working
through of the events of 9/ll and their aftermath, taking the shared goal of both
terrorism and horror cinema - that of causing fear as a point of departure.s
one theme unites mosr of these critics: the idea that fearfulness became ã rr"ightened public affect in the wake of 9/lr, though a highly managed and ideologically
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to
look at these larger cultural trends. Maria Beville writes in her introduction

Theessaysinthisvolumeacknowledgetheimportanceofgll-|butalso

where powerlessness has become the norm'

defined
many now think should have remained a police action against targets
extraan
in
as international criminals rather than vague enemy combatants
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material behind the symbolic gfoss. McCarthy reintroduces the literal dimension of
violence beyond what some have called the 'choreographed violence' and the 'symphony of diplomacy'through the theatrical display of power in summits and the deployrnent of military might through high tech weapons such as the drones, the
latest avatar of the 'surgical' philosophy of warmongering. Our virhral reality is so
far removed from reality that some shock is needed to wake us up out of our apathy. As Flannery O'Connor puts it, 'to the ha¡d of hearing you must shout, to the
nearly blind you must draw startling figures'.l2 McCarthy's ca¡rnibals embody the
barbarians' and'savages'that the logic of global capitalism's starvation of a majority
for the benefit of a few - the 'startling figures' that O'Connor, perhaps, could not
have even envisioned in her own time.
Horror has to be re-encoded, re-enacted in literal objects and elements to expose
how meaning has been eliminated from our contemporary consciousness in a process described by |acques Derrida, who used a provocative image, as 'la castration
du sþifié'. Gothic worla such as'Íhe Roød deal with the way our globalised order
which involves the reintroduction of slavery through human trafficking labour

images to address the breaking of this world, especially in the wake of the ruptures
cre¿ted by 9lll, in particular to reintroduce the literal into the figurative, the raw

She adds that the disasters

ofthe twentieth century had proved that a globalised order might þroduce barbarians from its own midst by forcing millions of people into
conditions which, despite all appearances, are the conditions of savages'.1l Therefore, the artist's task has increasingly become to find the right language, the right

The calamity of the rightless (the displaced) is not that they are deprived of life,
liberly, and the pursuit of happiness, but that they no longer belong to any community whatsoever. Their plight is not that they are not equal before the law but
that no law exists for them.

The trauma generated by these changing human and economic relations is not
unlike that created by the rise of capitalism and industrialisation in eighteenthcentury England. As Beville notes also, 'The overriding atmosphere of terror
that loomed over Europe after revolution in France can thus be seen to have
echoes in our post 9/11, mass media-inducecl, terrorized culture'.lo
The project of the Gothic has increasingly become to explore the terrors of
our times - their horror - and to raise our consciousness. Hannah Arendt writes
tn The Origin of Totalitarianism:

ror that currently haunts ou¡ collective unconscious as part of our postmodern culture of fea¡, and also as part of our subjective desire for its return and for
discourse to open unto the darker side ofour known'realities'.e

Similarl¡ Gothic-postmodernism can be regarded as an artistic response to the ter-

Gothic-Postmodernism: Voicing the Terrors of Postmodernity (2009), making a
parallel with the earþ Gothic as an 'outlet for responding to terror':
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Another major issue linking many of the contributions in this volume is that
of uncertainty. lf glll heightened our sense of collective vulnerability to unforeseen attack, Zygmunt Bauman reminds us that the current crisis of uncertainty
is part of a larger process stemming from changes in the economy, the role of
the state, and contemporary technology. In Liquid Times, Bavrtan points out
that funaions once performed by the state are increasingly left to 'the notoriously capricious and inherently unpredictable market forces and/or are left to
the private initiative and care of individuals'.le Michael Moore in his 2002 film
Bowling for columbine also identifies a culture of fear in the united States and
blames the media for fomenting it. other scholars, such as David L. Altheide,
have identiûed the George w. Bush Administration's policies as deliberateþ
conceived to foster and manipulate Americans' sense of arxiety and fearfulness,
a trend he calls 'the politics of fear'.2o
Finall¡ a third major issue that informs a number of our essays is the postcolonial frame, which brings into focus how our colonial and imperial past continues to haunt and harass the present. whether we thi¡k of the way 9/ll was
framed as a clash of civilisations or as a return of the postcolonial repressed,
western colonial history has created a complex legary that includes the continued hierarchisation and commodification of human bodies, the racialisation of
international politics, and the suspension of basic human rights in desþated
war zones that include but are not limited to black sites, detention camps and
areas policed by drones. The zombie has proved itself a rich and multifaceted
trope for exploring these issues as well, which makes sense considering the
zombie, as one of the newest Gothic monsters, is a creature of twentiethcentury imperialism, born during the US occupation of Haiti in the 1920s and
firlly modernised by George Romero during the Vietnam War. The zombie
serves as a figure fòr the unc¿umy other, human in form but devoid of reason
and free will, the perfea enemy in its seemingly apolitical violence. yet behind
the mindless lust for flesh and brains, the zombie embodies a repressed political
unconscious, in which the disenfranchised racial Other lurks, always ready to

current neoliberal tendency to 'deregulation, privatisation, commodification, corporate mergers, and asset strippind which go 'hand in hand with the curbing of civil
liberties, and the increasing criminalisation of social problems'as'zombie politics'.l8

duce to a zombie invasion of 'human waste' while Paul Giroux has designated the

specifically the fallout of recent neoliberal policies. Taking their cue from worls
like David McNally's Monsters of the Market: Zombies, Vampires and Global
cøpitalism (2011) or Paul Giroux's Zombie Politics ønd culture in the Age of casino
cøpitalism (2011), our contributors examine how Gothic metaphors and monsters
have proven themselves especially usefi¡l for 'working thto"gh the contemporary
deliquescence of a body politic infected by neoliberalism' and the devastation that
has resulted (Blake, in this volume). Although Man< himself compared communism to a specte and capital to a vampire in his writings, the current Gothic
metaphor of choice for discussing the economy is the zombie.17 ZygmwfiBauman
has compared the redundant or displaced workers that neoliberal economics pro-
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other Gothic creatures: vampires and werewolves' Wetmore begins with conservative political scientist Samuel P. Huntington's controversial claim in the wake
of glli that a 'clash of civilizations' existed between 'Islam and the West'.
Wetmore proposes that popular culture, having made vampires into an ethnicity
in the 1990s, was notv exploring the clash of civilisation trope through encoufiters
between vampires and werewolves in texts such as the IJnderworld and Twilight

With Kevin Wetmore's 'The War on Terror (and Werewolves): Post-9/11
Horror and the Gothic Clash of Civilisations' we move from zombies to tlvo

American zombie film.

economic and potential ecological crisis and interrogate the impact of neoliberal
ideology on contemporary subjectivity. At stake are basic questions of what it
*"*, to be human and what the future of humanity is in light of current economic, biopolitical and technological trends. A third essay on the zombie phenomenon examines the evolution of the zombie film in the twenty-first century.
Kyle Bishop's 'The New American z,ombie Gothic: Road Trips, Globalisation'
and the war on Terror'traces the shift in zombie film conventions from the
barricaded homestead to the recent trend of travel and movement. Linking this
i¡novation to a post glll awareness of the global community, Bishop also examines World War Z as a pnme example of the impact of globalisation on the

Marc Forster), based on the ePon)¡mous novel by Max Brooks' At the same
time, even more uncannil¡ the zombie lends itself equally well as a trope for us
- the suppose,illy alive and normal - but so numbed by a routinised rycle of
bit as mindless as
-.".rirgl.ìs work and consumption that w^9 often feel every
ourselves.2l
distract
to
watch
we
the ,orribi.s
In light of the recent ubiquity and rich¡ess of the zombie as trope, this volume bJgins with three essays on tlle zombie. Justin D. Edward's 'Zombie TerAge of Global Gothic' explores the figurative li¡ks between
rorism 1.,
"tt
Taking as a point of departure the shared feature of
zombies.
terrorism and
Edwards examines the implications of identifa
weapon,
as
using their bodies
readings of two frlms: The Taror Experiment
though
zombies
ing ierrorists with
(zõtO, Oir George Mendeluk) and Osombie (2012, Dir fohn Lyde). Both films
engage directly with 9/11 though the former also references earlier domestic
teriorlsm events such as the oklahoma Bombing, placing the problematic of
terrorism in a wider historical frame. The essay asks what it means to compare
terrorists to zombies, and more specificall¡ what it means to dismiss terrorism
as mindless (like zombie violence). Linnie Blake's "'Are we worth saving? You
Tell Me": Neoliberalism, Z,ombies and the Failure of Free Trade' examines the
use of the zombie metaphor in economic theory and social criticism, including
satire such as Fido (200¿, Dif And¡ew currie) or George Romero's tecent Lønd
of the Dead (2005, Dir George Romero). According to Blake, these films, and
books such as Max Brooks' Woild War Z (2006), effectiveþ articulate the global

These are the scenarios rehearsed by contemporary zombie apocalypse narratives such as The wøtking Dead (AMC, 2010-) or worl.d war Z (2012, Dir

swann the metropolis and cast civilisation back into chaos and lawlessness'
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f.lm series, and the True Blood TV series. The larger frame for such an encounter
was a postcolonial struggle between former colonial master and subject, which
the Gothic is able to probe in terms of metaphor and analogy in a way that official public culture cannot. The postcolonial is also the principal frame in which
|ohan Höglund casts his essay on'Cell, Stephen King and the Imperial Gothic'.
Contextualising the contemporary obsession with catastrophe in terms of a
century-long tradition of Imperial Gothic that began with the dismantling of the
British Empire in the late nineteenth century, Höglund examines current discourses of terrorism and post-apocallptic fiction in light of the waning American
empire at hand. Focusing specifically on Stephen Ktrry's CeIl, Höglund looks at
the ambivalent ideological meanings produced by popular culture texts in their
search to cope with the epistemological rifts created specifrcally by glll but also

i¡
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by the fraying of the American hegemon that these attacks exposed.

The next two essays follow logically from the postcolonial question to that of
the nation-state itself. Katarzyna Pisarska's 'The Return of the Abjea: Gothic
Terror(ism) and Post-Devolution Britain n Skyfalf looks at the latest (and most
Gothic) |ames Bond frtm, applþg Kristeva's theory of the abject and Robert
Miles' notion of tJre 'nationalist abject' to examine how terrorism is presented
as the return of an aþected colonial history which now haunts and disrupts the
symbolic order of British culture and its sense of national wholeness. Pisarska
examines the way the film maps out Britain's former imperial geographies,
uncovering a range of ghosts and skeletons in places such as the Scottish Highlands and Hong Kong. If skyfall ultimately ends with a consolidation of British
national identity against the forces of abjection represented by the former agent
Silva, the next essay probes even further into the theory and mechanisms by
which a national imaginary is constituted as a social fiction. Donald Anderson's
'Gothic Nation: Hawthorne, Ligotti, and the Absent Center of the Nation-State'
engages head-on with the enigma of nationalism in an anti-foundational age:
how do national communities form without a stable ground on which to anchor national continuity? Anderson's essay takes as its point of departure the
contemporary anxiety over the absence of a stable centre and examines how
Gothic fictions even before 9/11 have explored the terrors and implications of a
gaping void at the centre of the national symbolic order. Through readings of

Nathaniel Hawthorne's 'My Kinsman, Major Molineux' and Thomas Ligotti's
'The Shadow at the Bottom of the World, A¡derson argues t}Iat these prescient
frctions offer astute commentary on the mechanisms of public resPonse to 9i 11
and the unsettling spectacle of Ground Zero as national symbol.
uncerrainty - especially epistemological uncertainty - is the theme of the last
three essays. The first two examine the most important aesthetic and technological
i¡novation in the twenty-first century horror film: the rise of found footage and
mockumentary techniques. Although the earliest instances of this practice predate
9/11, Kevin Wetmore has argued that the instantaneous quatlty of much contemporarF horror, including the 'inadvertent' documentary diagetic mode, is the re-

sult of the influence of. 9lll, which was unique for the manner in which it
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